
New Generation of

Bionic Hard Floor Cleaner



High Density Polymer Roller 
Our special formulated cleaning roller have a high-density, 

gentle, and soft design. It does not scratch your floor or 

leave an odor on it. The moisture-rich and highly water 

absorbent properties of the roller ensures no excess water 

stains are left behind.

Hizero UltimateClean™ technology taps into nature, 
incorporating bionic based science to deliver an innovative 
way to clean your homes floor.

 

The Hizero All-In-One Bionic Hard Floor Cleaner sweeps 

and mops at the same time in one easy motion. Emulating 

the way animals lick up liquids and solids, our lightweight, 

contemporary floor cleaners are energy efficient and 

whisper quiet.



What is Hizero Innovation?

Clean Floors Need a Clean Roller

Real Time Self Cleaning

Picks up Solids, Liquids, Hair, and Dust

The Hizero can pick up all the waste in one step and separate it into different 

compartments, allowing for an easier disposal process.

Sweeps and Mops
Separation

The brush removes the solids, while 

the water sink squeezes the liquids 

from the cleaning roller. The waste 

is then automatically transferred to 

separate compartments.

Flushes

Polymer cleaning roller is 

constantly kept clean, by being 

flushed with clean water.

Always Clean

As the cleaning roller rotates, its 

floor-contact side stays absorbent 

with clean water, ensuring a 

pristine clean floor.

The cleaning roller 
automatically cleans the 
floor by picking up solids, 
liquids, hair, and dust.



Auto Waste 
Separation

We separate liquids, hair, and solids for correct disposal. 
Liquids go down the sink, while solids and hair go in the 
bin. Not only do we simplify floor cleaning, but we also 
help the environment by disposing of waste properly.

What Makes A Hizero Unique

Sweeps and Mops at 
the Same Time

In one easy motion, the Hizero 
sweeps and mops your floor 
simultaneously. No more 
sweeping before mopping. No 
more bending. Throw away that 
old broom and mop.

No Suction Technology

Picks up all the waste from your 

floor, via our innovative cleaning 

roller. Due to our technology, we 

also don’t emit any dust back into 

your room like a traditional 

vacuum would.



Experience 80 minutes of cordless 

floor cleaning. Our focus is on 

minimizing charging time, allowing 

you more time for cleaning.

80 Minutes

Our No Suction Technology achieves a 
quiet 60dB* noise level, letting you 
clean your hard floors without 
disturbing others at home.

Quiet Like a Conversation

Utilizing our innovative technology, 

we consume a mere 34 watts of power. 

This boosts cleaning time and reduces 

appliance impact on the environment.

Cordless and Energy Efficient

The actual waterproof cleaning 

head is easy to clean and can be 

rinsed directly with water.

Easy Maintenance

*Sound pressure tested from 1m distance in the Hizero Lab



Product Name
F100 Bionic Hard Floor Cleaner

*Sound pressure tested from 1m distance in the Hizero Lab

Magnus combined his engineering skill and Scandinavian

artistry, to produce a timeless product that reflect environ-

mental awareness and respect for natural materials. At the 

core of his design ethos, is not only to produce aesthetically 

pleasing appliances. But to create a design which is 

functional and simple to use.

Specifications

Industrial Designer

Magnus Lundström

Net Weight
9.7 lbs

Dimensions
11.7*12.2*45.7 inches

Charging Time
4h

Clean Water Volume
23.7 oz

Dirty Water Volume
25.4 oz

Noise Level
<60dB*

Power Consumption
34W

Docking Station Dimensions
13.2*12.1 inches

Runtime
>80min at any speed

Battery Type
Li-ion battery

Color
Onyx, Nordic, Sage, Citrine
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